RIVER LANDING NEWSLETTER
MARCH-AUGUST 2016

PRESIDENT'S COMMENTS
Hello Neighbors
- It's been about six months since your new board started and things are moving along just great.
The transition has been smoother than expected, but we lost 3 great board members with Dave
Grofic, Michele Thompson, and Bill LaPrade, yet we also gained some new ideas and
initiatives from several new board members. I'd like to give a big thank you to Dave Grofic for
his years of work on the board. The transition was much easier because of all the time Dave
spent preparing documents and guidelines for the board to use. When in doubt, we always have
a record to look for guidance. Dave took that task on personally and did our community a big
service with hundreds of hours of his own time.

- We continue to work on improving our security and attractiveness at the front entrance, as well
as completing projects down by our recreation area and boat yard. I would also like to take this
opportunity to address two issues that continue to concern all of us more and more.

SPEEDING

- Why do we set 17 miles per hour as our speed limit? It is intended to get your attention and
hopefully make everyone aware and more cautious. Sometimes it works, but not always. We
have received an increasing number of complaints involving speeding. There have been many
recommendations on how to fix the problem; add more speed bumps, hire an off-duty sheriff to
patrol our neighborhood, or maybe install radar/camera units and issuing fines to offenders. Do
we really want all that?? Unfortunately, if something terrible happens we may be forced to
implement changes such as those items I listed above. The Board of Directors always has the
option to cite violators if we have valid proof they are speeding, and we will. But we would
much rather have everyone just be more cautious.

HOA RULES AND BYLAWS
These include our Covenants, Common Area Rules, Boatyard Rules, ARB Rules;
everything we all agree to follow living in an HOA community. These rules have been in
place for many years, well before this board of directors. The unfortunate duty of our board is
to enforce these rules when necessary so our community remains a great place to live and
continues to have great property values.

- No one likes getting a letter telling them they have violated a rule or regulation - Understandable!
But every resident should know these rules and understand them, especially before doing anything
around your property, within our common areas, or before making a purchase. You can always go
to www.Riverlanding.info where we have most of the information covering these rules. You can
always call a board member for clarification. Bottom Line: If in doubt, ask first so you are not
dealing with a violation letter, which we do not enjoy sending.
That's all I have for now. I encourage you to take time to read on, because we have lots of additional
information and tidbits you may find interesting. Hopefully I'll see each of you somewhere in our hood

GARY GAUTREAU. Gotrol@comcast.net
President
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MEMBERSHIP/NEW RESIDENTS
Chairperson: Lori Glaspey: lglaspey@comcast.net ;

(772)341-3327

We have had one new resident move in recently. Please welcome:
Thomas and Donald Lawrence at 1084 Pigeon Plum

DID YOU KNOW?
Residents who are thinking about renting their house will need to get with Lori for
a membership application. Renters are required to complete all the same
paperwork and meet the same requirements that owners do.

FRONT GATES AND SECURITY
Chairperson: Porfy Gomez: mapgomez@aol.com ; (772)266-8360

- We are sure that by now everyone has seen our new security cameras. This project was long
overdue and the old cameras were not giving us any advantage for catching gate crashers. To
date the board has issued 27 fine notices, mostly to vendors, for hitting our gate arm. We set a
fee of $90 we charge them for knocking the gate arm off, and yes, we are almost 100% effective
in collecting. In two instances the arm was hit so hard we had to replace it. The fee we charged
for that was $290. This is what your board has been doing for you, saving over $3,000 in
additional expenses it would cost residents if we didn't pursue this.
- The new gates are working great, BUT, we still need your help. Too many times we have
noticed an impatient resident opening the gate early. A guest who had just completed making
contact with a homeowner via the call box at the front gate started towards the opening gate
when a homeowner, who was exceptionally impatient, cut around him, went through the open
gate and then the gate bar came down on the guest when they tried to go through the gate.
Please respect guests gaining entrance at the gate.

DID YOU KNOW?
Most of the time when a resident contacts us about their clicker not working, it is
usually a dead battery. When was the last time you changed your battery?? The small
batteries will only last 4-6 months in this heat, so don't wait until it's too late.

GATE CODES
Please see the newsletter that was mailed to your home for the gate codes.

With our new system you must use the # sign for it to work

BOAT YARD/RECREATION
AREA/DOCKS
Chairperson: Scott Thompson: scottthompson16@outlook.com; (561)718-0792
Boat Yard Committee Members
Michele Thompson; Mark Spears; Matt Cirrito; Tony Rossell; and Mike Brooks

-

If you haven't been to our recreation area or the boat docks recently, do yourself a favor and check
it out. Scott took on the big task of power washing the entire dock, the gazebo, and the boat ramp.
He also treated it with a new weatherproof product. It should last for many years to come. In
addition, a new sign has been added to replace the old rotted sign we had there.

-

Coming soon! The boat yard and tennis court fences will be replaced. A big project long
overdue which will also add better security to those using the boatyard.

"For the first time in 15 years, there are vacancies in the boatyard.
- Check with Scott for details."

- DID YOU KNOW?
The Boat Yard, Docks, Tennis Courts, and Recreation Area are for the
exclusive use of River Landing Residents and their accompanied guests.
Residents should never give their boat yard key to someone outside our
community or give them free access to our facilities. Doing so could result
in loss of privileges.

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD (ARB)
Chairperson: Corry Johnson: corry.johnson@gmail. com; (561)267-1531

Architectural Review Board Members
Mark Spears; Paul Holcomb; Dub Hawkins; Bill LaPrade
- One of the most critical parts of a Homeowners' Association rests with the ARB. This
committee is vital to making sure our community stays in the condition we all agree to and
helps us maintain the value of our homes.
- Any changes to the exterior of your property typically require approval of the Architectural
Review Board (ARB). This includes painting, construction changes, landscape changes, fences,
pools, driveways, basically anything on your exterior. The ARB is responsible for reviewing
your plans and making a determination if they fit our requirements
- You can access all the areas covered under the ARB at www.riverlanding.info . If you don't see
what you are looking for, always contact Corry or another ARB member before proceeding. It is
always better to get approval before, rather than after you make any changes and possibly be
subject to fines and much more. The application form for requesting an ARB change is also located
on the web site.

- EXCEPT FOR EMERGENCY OR SAFETY SITUATIONS, THE ARB ONLY MEETS
ONCE A MONTH, SO PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR REQUESTS EARLY TO ALLOW
THEM AT LEAST 30 DAYS TO CONSIDER YOUR REQUEST.

DID YOU KNOW?
You are not allowed to cut down ANY tree on your property over 4
inches in diameter without ARB approval. In fact, the ARB will
normally disapprove any request to cut down a tree unless it presents a
clear safety risk or could possibly cause damage to your home. Even if a
tree is presumed to be dead, always get the ARB approval first.

Most of the rules of the ARB have been in place for many years, however
the Board of Directors is constantly looking at areas of improvement in
the best of interest of our community. Residents are always welcome to
provide input to these changes.

LANDSCAPING
Chairperson: Paul Holcomb: paul@boldband.com ; (772)333-9059
-

If you haven't noticed, the landscape company we use for all our common areas has recently
changed their name and uniforms. What used to be called Valley Crest is now Brightview. We
still have the same contract guidelines and fees, just a different look. We think they are doing a
pretty good job, but we don't always see everything. If you notice an area being neglected or
just missed, give Paul a call so he can take a look at it and discuss with the landscapers. In
some cases, it may be an area just not covered under our contract and we may need to
negotiate with them for getting it taken care of.

DID YOU KNOW?
Residents should not place yard waste on any of our
common area grasses. This includes around our
lakes, by the recreation areas, near any swales, or
along Mapp Road. Doing so can damage our grass and
can result in repair costs to our community.
Not
to mention it creates an eyesore and prevents our
landscapers from mowing those areas. Please place
your yard waste on your own property.

ANNUAL PICNIC
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
- For all new residents and for those who hadn't marked their calendars, this is a reminder that
the River Landing Annual Picnic will be held from late morning till evening on November 12th.
There are activities planned for the young and the adults. Michele Thompson is once again
heading up the organization and will be sending out flyers to all residents soon!!
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And Finally, a quick update on

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES

Our covenants clarify what vehicles are not authorized in River Landing: No
off road motorcycles, three or four wheel all-terrain vehicles or similar
modes of transportation, shall be permitted to operate in River Landing.
This of course includes golf carts.
Why is this becoming such a concern for the Board of Directors? Because
recently there have been a number of incidents, mostly involving golf
carts. We realize that some of them may be from outside our
neighborhood, so we are working with the local authorities to help
identify them. Our front gate has been assaulted several times, and in
one instance we saw four young teenagers attempting to push the gate
open so they could gain access with a golf cart. These incidents can
damage our gate and ultimately cost all of us for the repairs. We have
also received complaints about residents almost being run off the road
while they were jogging, as well as cars being forced to the very side
of the road from an oncoming cart. What makes the situation even worse
is that we now know in some cases the drivers may not even have a valid
driver’s license for operating the vehicle, causing liability issues
for our community.
Your Board of Directors is taking this matter seriously and will take
whatever action is necessary to ensure the safety of our residents . It
can be difficult to catch someone in these situations. We ask your help
in identifying anyone driving through our neighborhood in any
unauthorized vehicle. A picture will go a long way to helping us provide
the authorities with the information they need to assist us.

